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Social Enterprise (SE) scholars have explored the complexity behind the governance of SE             
collectives, including polycentricity, high degrees of autonomy, decision-making processes not          
based on capital ownership and a strong participatory culture (e.g. Borzaga & Defourny, 2004;              
Nyssens, 2007; Defourny et al., 2014). Parallelisms can be found between these characteristics             
and those from the studies on the governance of Commons-Based Peer Production (CBPP)             
collectives (e.g. Fuster Morell et al., 2016; Arvidsson et al., 2017; Rozas, 2017). Firstly, we               
identify connections between the governance of SE and previously studied CBPP collectives,            
focussing on the similar challenges faced by these two types of collectives when aiming to scale                
up their governance processes. Secondly, we discuss the potentialities and limitations of            
blockchain technologies — a distributed and append-only ledger which enables the           
implementation of novel properties at an infrastructural level in a fully decentralised manner —              
to create conditions which may facilitate the scaling up of governance processes in SE              
collectives. Concretely: “How can blockchain technologies help to scale up the governance of             
SE collectives?” 
 
For this analysis we draw on the work of the Nobel laureate economist Ostrom (1990), whose                
research showed that under certain conditions local communities of peers can govern the             
management and production of commons in sustainable manners, demystifying “The tragedy of            
the commons" (Hardin, 1968). As part of her work, she also identified a set of shared principles                 
(Ostrom, 1990, pp. 82-102) which are commonly employed by these collectives when finding             
ways to scale up their governance processes. Drawing on Ostrom’s principles, we explore the              
affordances of tokenisation, self-enforcement and formalisation of rules, autonomous         
automatisation, decentralisation of power over the infrastructure, transparentisation and         
codification of trust (Rozas et al., 2018) provided by blockchain technologies for governance of              
social systems. More specifically, we explore the case of the SE collective Smart Ibérica              
(Spain). Smart is a federal European mutuality-based non-profit organisation which aims to            
ensure the administrative and legal coverage of cultural and creative workers during periods of              
activity and unemployment (Nogales Muriel, 2017). The development of the Smart model in             
Spain is characterised by its significant growth: increasing membership from 64 members in             
2013, the year of its initial formal creation, to 2,871 members in 2016 (Nogales Muriel, 2017;                
pp.133). Smart Ibérica offers, in this respect, a compelling scenario to explore the             
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aforementioned affordances for the social construction of ​blockchain-based tools which help to            
scale up the governance of SE collectives. 
Thus, this article aims to tackle the lack of empirical studies on the applications of blockchain                
technologies for self-organised forms of governance. It also contributes to the challenging of             
dominant market-driven and techno-determinist discourses (e.g Swan, 2015; Hayes, 2016) in           
the emergent literature on ​blockchain-based governance, by building on perspectives which rely            
neither on the logics of private markets, nor on the coercion of traditional centralised institutions               
(Atzori, 2015). 
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